


Model of Reintegration of labour market



WHO?

Public Sector: Prison Establishment, Ministry of Justice

Social Economy Sector: NGOs that implement the project inside and 
outside prison

Private Sector: Companies, as funders of the project like La Caixa, and 
as employers, as clients of services/products that prisoners make in 
prison.



Some Goals

To improve the personal skills and competences

To allow inmates to be hired for external companies

To offer ordinary companies an alternative form of social responsibility in occupational inclusion, 

creating more employment opportunities 

To improve the professionalization and training of professionals 

To promote socially responsible regions

To help people at risk of social exclusion 

To promote equal opportunities





Participant Profile

Inmates with primary school (2nd and 3rd cycle) and in Probation

Able to access the labor market

In case of foreign inmates, have to be legalized

Able to follow the individualized training plan in the prison establishment or in case of probation

Basic education and knowledge in case they access to a qualification

Participant engagement and involvement

With no clinical pathology identified



Benefits

◦ Recover links

◦ Experience solidarity

◦ Improve learning

◦ Improve attitude

◦ Foster social integration

◦ Boost self-esteem and a positive selfimage



Good pratices of integration into Labour 
Market



L´Ovile

L’Ovile carries out a project aimed at labour integration in the
prison of Reggio Emilia, involving persons deprived of liberty in 
training activity and in productive activities. 

L’Ovile manages the productive activities as supplier of local 
enterprises, such as Veroni, a company which produces cured
meat. 
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Bistrita
Penitentiary

The sentenced persons may be required to work, in relation
to the type of enforcement regime, taking into account the
their qualifications, competences and skills, age, health
condition, safety measures, as well as participate to training 
programs intended to support their vocational training. 
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